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Richard DeLotto
�Privacy and security issues are on the

rise. There isn�t a �one-size-fits-all�
solution. Each firm has unique privacy

and security issues.�

Don�t Get Blindsided by Privacy and
Security Regulations

Viewpoint
Homeland security concerns will accelerate the spread of
regulations governing privacy and security.
Swift adaptation to these regulations can yield benefits: improved
customer knowledge and value-added selling opportunities.

Dynamics
• Growing terrorism and fraud threats cause information security to

become a worldwide regulatory issue, not just a local best practice.

• The privacy and security regulations imposed on the financial
services industry are spreading to other industries.

• Identify theft is possibly the fastest-growing crime in human history.

Predictions
• Stringent regulations against money laundering will increase

operational cost and complexity for all enterprises by 2003.

• European regulations will force global enterprises to adopt strict,
audited data-protection practices.

• �Know your customer, partner and employee� regulations will require
periodic, extensive background checking.

Recommendations
• Use the GartnerG2 proactive prescription to design a program for

your firm.

• Develop a game plan and prioritize actions based on vulnerability.

• Market your proactive privacy and security programs.

Dig Deeper
• Related Research from GartnerG2

• Gartner Core Research

• Outside Sources

• Methodology
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Viewpoint
Deregulation is dead, so get over it

Government�s hands-off approach to regulating security just reversed course. Homeland
security will serve as a publicly acceptable excuse to increase overall governmental
supervision of business. Regulation will go beyond healthcare and financial services
industries to affect all industries. The impact of international rules regarding money
laundering, privacy and security will spread from financial services to other industries,
regardless of jurisdiction.

All is far from bleak, however. Enterprises that adapt swiftly to the new environment will find
unanticipated benefits. Increased security and privacy regulation will flood customer
relationship management (CRM) initiatives with new information about customers,
information that might be capitalized on�at least in the United States�as organizations get
to know their customers more intimately. Tightened security and privacy measures will also
be a strong, value-added selling feature for an increasingly cautious customer base in search
of a trusted supplier.

Dynamics
Data protection is becoming a worldwide regulatory issue

Concerns about security and privacy are spreading from financial services to every industry.
Moreover, the playing field is changing: Privacy is no longer just a local best practice�it�s
becoming a global regulatory issue.

The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act�enacted in 2001 as the Financial Information Privacy
Protection Act�is evidence of growing data protection in the financial services industry, but is
far from all-inclusive of privacy regulations. Gramm-Leach-Bliley covers any organization
�engaging in financial activities as described in Section 4(k) of the Bank Holding Company
Act� of 1956 that establishes �continuing relationships� with customers.

Essentially, the boards of directors for U.S.-regulated financial services providers are charged
with protecting consumers� personal information against any �reasonably foreseeable� threats
to the security, confidentiality and integrity. The directors are held responsible for active
involvement in development, drafting, approval and implementation of a security program as
part of their normal oversight activities.

� The board can delegate supervision of this activity to top management, but�at
minimum�management must present an annual report to the board.

Regulators from an interagency task force have issued rather ambiguous guidelines, without
specific procedures and requirements. It is incumbent on each organization to determine its
own best practice to:

� Ensure the security and confidentiality of customer information.

� Protect against any anticipated threats or hazards to the security or integrity of
customer information.

� Protect against unauthorized access to or use of customer information that could
result in substantial harm or inconvenience to customers.

Information security programs can�t be static; they must be reviewed and tested periodically.
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The frequency and nature of the testing should be determined by the risk assessment, and
adjusted to reflect changes in both internal and external conditions. GartnerG2 suggests, at
minimum, annual review; quarterly review is optimal.

� Scrutinize your privacy program any time there is a significant elevation in security
threats or substantive changes in the marketplace or economy.

� The nature of the �anticipated threat� has forever changed as a result of the tragic
events of 11 September 2001. Re-examine existing plans in light of the events and
their aftermath and implement modifications immediately.

What are the implications? While Gramm-Leach-Bliley clearly applies to traditional financial
services management, it also has implications for �non-bank � managers. This includes
businesses as diverse as appraisers of real and personal property, bullion merchants, check-
cashing services, check printers, collection agencies, data processors, finance companies,
financial advisors, insurance agencies, investment advisors, leasing agencies, pawnbrokers,
firms that issue their own credit cards, tax preparation services, travel agencies operated in
connection with financial services, and all classifications of underwriters. Companies and
financial services providers that own, acquire or outsource business activities to these non-
bank entities will find their information reuse operations exposed to privacy scrutiny by the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC).

The FTC has always advocated consumer protection, and the agency is aggressively
pursuing enhanced consumer protection. FTC actions and examinations require compliance
with the letter and spirit of the underlying regulations.

The European Union Data Protection Directive (95/46/EC) prohibits the export of personal
data to countries that do not meet the European Union�s minimum standards for consumer
privacy protection. The prohibition�which covers events such as data transmission from a
client computer in the European Union to a server computer in the United States�is
enforceable regardless of cost or inconvenience to businesses.

What are the implications? The directive declares that privacy is a basic human right. An
individual�s personal information, including name, address and telephone number, cannot be
sold, rented or otherwise transferred to a third party without that individual�s explicit
permission. Information that provides insight into ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or
philosophical beliefs, trade union membership, health information and sexual orientation is
especially sensitive.

The directive explicitly forbids the transfer of personal data out of the European Union to any
country that does not ensure acceptable levels of privacy protection. It is very specific about
the acceptable levels of privacy protection companies are required to have in place.

� Organizations must �implement appropriate technical and organizational measures to
protect personal data against accidental or unlawful destruction or accidental loss,
alteration, unauthorized disclosure or access.� The appropriateness of a company�s
information security efforts will be judged against the common practices of its industry
sector. This directive applies to any company holding personally identifiable
information, including employee information that is part of human resources
information systems.

Safe Harbor Agreement: Under the 31 May 2000 European Union/United States �Safe
Harbor Agreement,� U.S. companies that are regulated by the FTC and have operations in
the European Union can comply with the European Union Data Protection Directive by
adopting the Safe Harbor Agreement Principles. By doing so and submitting to U.S.
Department of Commerce certification, the company can gain permission from the member
state data protection authority to transfer data out of the European Union for renewable one-
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year periods. By third quarter 2001, more than 100 organizations reportedly self-certified their
compliance with the Safe Harbor.

What are the implications? The agreement requires �reasonable precautions� be taken to
protect information from loss, misuse and unauthorized access, disclosure, alteration or
destruction. As other countries and states adopt information-reuse restrictions, their policies
will more closely match those of the European Union and the traditional U.S. model. This will
affect all organizations that solicit or accept business from beyond the borders of their polity.
In some instances, local power elite, national sovereignty and identity will use privacy
protection as a screen to mask measures designed to stop potential loss of jobs or capital, as
well as diminished influence.

Regulations such as the European Union Data Protection Directive and the Gramm-Leach-
Bliley Act should be viewed as urgent wake-up calls to ensure that well-documented,
integrated and flexible information architectures and database systems are in place. If they
are not in place, then an aggressive plan for immediate rectification should be. Carefully
scrutinize your company�s ability to identify all sources of attributable customer information.

� Due to decentralization of customer databases and control over how customer
information is shared, organizations often don�t know all the potential uses of
customer information within their databases.

� Many companies may not even have a clear understanding about specialized
marketing-oriented databases, how many are within the organization, their use of
data, where it is stored or who has access to this data.

Homeland security issues spur the spread of data protection regulations

Legislative ideas tend to �bleed� across into other industries as regulators become
accustomed to them, they are viewed as a best practice, and they permeate the audit culture.
Non-bank managers should pay close attention to regulation in the traditional financial
services space.

The USA PATRIOT Act (The Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate
Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act of 2001) was passed to provide the
tools to combat a variety of international criminal acts. If they perform as expected, the new
regulations will seriously impede domestic and international money laundering by enhancing
law enforcement�s monitoring of transactions and criminalizing certain activities. Most public
attention is focused on the civil liberty aspects of these expanded government surveillance
powers, and the redirection of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the Central
Intelligence Agency.

What are the implications? Specific regulations are not due in final form until late April
2002, but for now, any organization or �person engaged in a trade or business� must report
transactions�whether single or a series�involving $10,000 or more. Merchants will be
required to prove beyond a reasonable doubt exactly who their customers are.

� At minimum, such identification will include the name and address of the provider of
the cash, including the source of the information provided.

� Merchants are prohibited from informing the customer if they file a Suspicious Activity
Report with the U.S. Treasury Department.

� Merchants may be required to produce this documentation within 120 hours of a
governmental request. This is the standard for the financial services industry.

Few firms will be able to comply without extensive efforts. The penalty for noncompliance is
steep: the risk of fines, as well as damage to the firm�s reputation.
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Fears of identity theft

Identity theft: Concerns about identity theft�more properly, identity fraud�are spurring
closer protection of nonpublic personal and corporate information.

� The FBI considers identify theft the fastest-growing crime in the United States;
reported cases have hit 350,000 a year.

� The FTC reports that calls to its Information Theft hotline have skyrocketed from 445
per week in 1999 to 1,800 per week in June 2001.

What are the implications? In the United States, consumer fears about nonphysical security
issues are focused on identity theft. Based on federal statistics, it is possibly the fastest-
growing crime in human history. Although firms don�t have actual responsibility for identity
thefts committed against clients, they may suffer public relations and marketing catastrophes
unless they take an aggressive, consumer-friendly approach when this crime occurs.

� Heightened fear and increased instances of identity theft reinforce the need for
precise and systematic authentication of employees and outside contractors. Failure
to do so can disengender the trust of current and potential clients.

Be proactive and avoid being blindsided

Feel more secure by being more secure. The FTC has suggested that �reasonable
procedures� to protect confidentiality of consumer records include:

� Appointment of an information security officer to assure compliance.

� Requiring passwords, implementing access control procedures, and installing
authentication software to control and monitor access to personal information.

� Creating firewalls or storing personal information collected online on a protected,
non-Web-accessible server.

� Encrypting all files containing personal information.

� Installing security cameras to protect the physical security of data processing
equipment.

Investigate the Safe Harbor. Project the expense/reward for participating in the Commerce
Department�s Safe Harbor program�especially if your competition has not done so.

� Compliance with �the strictest privacy and security regulations on the planet� will
increase agility by enabling rapid expansion into many marketseven ones where
there is no immediate expansion plan in place.

Technology cannot solve cultural issues. Beware of vendor hype for new, improved
terrorist-resistant security and privacy solutions. Carefully assess�with assistance of neutral
third parties, if necessary�your enterprise risk profile.

Rigorously monitor impending regulations and maintain close personal contacts with
judicial, legislative and regulatory bodies in your service areas.

� Monitor data protection legislation at both the state and federal level, as well as
foreign privacy regulations and their enforcement and judicial actions/rulings.

� Closely watch governments in regions where you conduct business for their tendency
to participate in politically inspired boycott operations.

� Remain alert to coordinated attacks by local regulators. Violations will result in
immediate and widespread media attention.
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Participate in the commentary period for all regulations that affect your enterprise,
suppliers, partners or customers.

� The potential negative impacts of security, privacy and money laundering regulations
on direct investment, hiring and other operations, both in the United States and
overseas, should be well-documented and described. Efforts to comply with existing
U.S. regulations should be exhaustively documented.

� Enterprises should continue to present their positions on data protection issues to
stakeholders, especially legislators and regulators. Massive education efforts may
win some or all other partisans over to enterprise-friendly position.

� Increase your state and federal lobbying budgets for the next two years and focus
them on security regulation.

Establish independently verifiable data protection capabilities. They will be a critical
success factor for business-to-business sales.

� Bring your data protection into strict compliance with existing restrictions, regardless
of business impacts, before consumer concern flares into regulatoryand business
partner�disruption.

� Hire banking industry consultants to implement compliant �know your customer�
systems now to achieve early benefits while getting ahead of the curve.

Prepare a crisis communications plan for potential procedure failures.
� Formal �press disaster� drills should be staged periodically. Include legal, public

relations and marketing personnel. Incident managers, spokesmen and their backups
need to be comfortable in a confrontational format. Formal training in interview
techniques is recommended, especially to handle confrontational press interactions.

� Crisis communications plans should include prepared explanations of how the
enterprise collects, uses and protects sensitive personal and commercial information.
This information should be available for immediate distribution.

Curtail your contributions to identity theft. Senior management should make it clear that
curbing identity-theft-enabled fraud is a risk-management-based business priority, to be
pursued even if it cuts into operational performance.

� Examine marketing plans and operating procedures to determine if they increase
exposure to this type of fraud.

� Prepare communication for distribution of any identity-theft-related privacy issue
involving the enterprise.

� Limit employee/stakeholder access to client information to only what is actually
necessary to perform their jobs.

� Be prepared to eliminate Social Security numbers as unique individual identifiers of
all files, employees, clients and potential clients.

� Immediately contact your general liability insurance carrier to determine if your firm
has adequate coverage for regulation breaches.
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Predictions
� Stringent regulations against money laundering will affect all enterprises by

2003. Few enterprises will be prepared to demonstrate compliance. Investments to
keep systems flexible, secure and current will help reduce operations and reputation
risk. Resources applied to staff training can reduce the likelihood of permanently
alienating customers.

� European regulations will force multinational enterprises to adopt strict,
audited, data protection practices. These laws will affect global players who may
not consider themselves multinational but who, by being on the Internet and
accepting traffic from outside, will be required to comply. Privacy and security
regulations will be used as bargaining chips or smokescreens to mask other, less
publicly palatable, intra-governmental disagreements. U.S.-based firms should pay
particular attention to European-style privacy regulations.

� Governments will �strike out� at enterprises that fail to make security a priority.
Governments at all levels in the United States have historically expressed their
constituents� moral outrage by boycotting politically incorrect firms and their business
partners. While this previously applied to issues such as child labor and apartheid,
there is no reason to expect the technique will not be applied to security and privacy
issues.

� �Know your customer, partner and employee� will become vital concerns and
require extensive (i.e., expensive) periodic background checking. Yearly
checking of �bona fides� will become mandatory in critical industries such as
healthcare, financial services, education and transportation, and enshrined as a best
practice everywhere else.

� Security and privacy concerns will blossom in unexpected locations. Staff may
insist on a �safe workplace,� demanding surveillance of working areas and environs
to assuage safety concerns while growing restive about the consequent diminution of
personal privacy.

� Remote workers and telecommuters may demand enhanced security as part
of their home-office packages.

� Reluctance to travel on business will become a permanent feature of the
American workplace.

� Office-based workers may demand access to �constant-on� news sources,
and increased bandwidth to permit Web-cam views of child/eldercare
facilities.

Recommendations
Each organization has unique privacy and security issues to address, depending on the
industry, degree of regulation, as well as the privacy and security policies and practices in
place. There isn�t a one-size-fits-all game plan.

� Use the GartnerG2 proactive prescription to design a program for your firm.
Review your privacy and security practices against the GartnerG2 prescription to
avoid being blindsided by privacy and security regulations.
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� Develop a game plan to implement the best privacy and security program.
Identify where the organization is most vulnerable, and start there. Use vulnerability
as the factor to prioritize initiatives.

� Market your proactive privacy and security programs and policies.
� Establish a process to review your privacy and security programs. This should

be done at minimum annually, preferably quarterly. Set the trigger to review these
programs if there is any significant change in your industry, the economy, etc.
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Dig Deeper
Related Research from GartnerG2

Report: Privacy in a Secure Setting: The Enterprise a Product Confidante
By Richard Trinkner with Laura Behrens (10 December 2001)

Gartner Core Research
Financial Services Privacy/Security Regulations: Overview
By Richard DeLotto (9 April 2001)
Summary: FMA99 privacy and security regulations were scheduled to take effect 1 July 2001.
Violations may result in extensive fines or up to 10 years of imprisonment for enterprise
officials.

Is Corporate Privacy the Next 'Big Thing'?
By Richard DeLotto (2 April 2001)
Summary: Enterprises face privacy issues similar to those of individuals, and must secure
themselves against unauthorized uses of their nonpublic corporate information.

Outside Sources

Hon. Benjamin L. Cardin, Representative in Congress from the State of Maryland: Joint
Hearing on Preventing the Identity Theft by Terrorists or Criminals, 8 November 2001.

�Trust and Privacy Online: Why Americans Want to Rewrite the Rules,� by the Pew Internet &
American Life Project, May-June 2000.

Methodology

This research springs from general business model developed by Gartner Financial Services.
Many of the issues relate to interpretation of the impact of law or regulations on IT and
business practices. In addressing this, Gartner is not providing legal advice, but presenting
lay interpretations as understood by a community that has been working on developing and
interpreting a wide range of privacy-related issues and concerns during the past few years.
Enterprises must involve legal counsel in developing their final assessments of their liabilities
and responsibilities.
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